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ACROSS
1 Tabula ___ (blank slate)
5 Bob baft
8 Mr. Burrows, composer of "The Girl With the Three Blue Eyes"
11 Symbolic food
12 ___ in the hole
14 Nellie ___ , journalistic pseudonym
15 Disease of plants
16 The police
18 Blue ___ (hockey mark)
19 European capital
20 W. C. Handy creation
21 Fabled horn player
24 Sister of Zeus
25 "The ___." 1966 George Peppard film
28 Viewing
31 Feeling blue
32 Cut of meat
33 Evasive
34 Blessing
35 "Song ___," 1972 Neil Diamond hit
38 Ben who wrote "Sweet Georgia Brown"
40 "___ violets ___"
41 Edible rootstock
42 Investor's choice
47 Hang ___ shirt at the masthead ___ (assistance wanted)
49 ___ Polly
50 Take on
51 Fruit of the genus Vaccinium
53 Pass to
54 Moon vehicle
55 ___ the hills
56 Certain clubs
57 Certain dam
58 Dist. measures
59 Old servant

DOWN
1 Spokes
2 Not worth ___
3 Fourth in a bride's list
4 Slavic name
5 Subject of a blue Irish song
6 Here: Fr.
7 Rubber-legged comedian, 1901-1975
8 Once in ___
9 Word with whale or Angel
10 "Of ___ Blue ___"
11 Blue ___
12 Tiny animal
13 Pianist Peter
17 John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd, at times
19 Composer of "Lulu"
22 Bernstein, for short
23 Aerial phenomenon: Abbr.
26 Help!, French style
27 Suffix meaning "stranger"
28 Heroics of "Lohengrin"
29 "Paint ___ Wagon"
30 "Du bist wie ___": Heine
31 Affection, to Burns
33 MC's need
36 Gainsborough subject
37 Sift: Old Eng.
38 Denomination: Abbr.
39 Middle East forage plant
41 Nicknames of some young 'uns
43 Bishop's hat
44 ___ troubled waters
45 Blue ___ , a heron
46 Florida part
47 Third of a familiar trio
48 Homophone of a color
52 Old times
53 Meadow barley